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privileged to be admitted to the presence without serving a
protracted term in purgatory; a brief interlude in the
private secretary's room, where hats are piled in inextricable
confusion and someone makes uneasy conversation to their
temporary host; a sudden bell; the summons from within;
the tall, half-open door—
And on a sudden, lo ! the level lake,
And the, long1 glories of the winter moon,
For there is something Tennysonian about the spaciousness
of ministerial rooms in Buenos Aires, those sublime apart-
ments where ministers in cloth-topped boots sit beneath
chandeliers beyond belief. At the far end of an immense
perspective a tiny figure rises from its desk and makes
welcoming gestures barely distinguishable across an inter-
vening ocean of expensive carpet. After a grave ritual of
presentations the company is seated in a circle waiting,
apparently, for some sepulchral round-game to begin. One
does, indeed. For Excellency flings a quick, Spanish ques-
tion at the nearest player, who deflects it neatly to a neigh-
bour* The game proceeds, until the question has been
either answered or transferred, according to the rules, to a
player who does not speak Spanish, Then the minister
scores one and starts again,
Let it not be thought that guests are ungrateful for
official courtesies. For their hosts were uniformly charm-
ing, and the game frequently deteriorated into friendly
intercourse between rational individuals. But the really
fascinating thing about it was that each minister seemed to
appraise our visit according to his official station* Thus,
Foreign Affairs, courtly figure, viewed his callers as a
welcome act of policy; Public Instruction found distinct
traces of education; but the Interior, official master of the
Prefect of Police, detected instantly with departmental
aptitude that one of us was missing. Our duty done, we
tiptoed out again, drew hats from the wild raffle on the
private secretary's table, passed the reproachful glances of

